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*                                                            * 

*   WARNING: Please be aware that some caption lists contain * 

*   language, words or descriptions which may be considered  * 

*   offensive or distressing.                                * 

*   These words reflect the attitude of the photographer     * 

*   and/or the period in which the photograph was taken.     * 

*                                                            * 

*   Please also be aware that caption lists may contain      * 

*   references to deceased people which may cause sadness or * 

*   distress.                                                * 
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                 Scroll down to view captions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

DAWN.005.BW (N04296) 

Community and Sports portraits - photographs reproduced in Dawn Magazine 

1956-1971 

 

 

              Item no.: DAWN.005.BW-N04296_06 

      Date/Place taken: 1958 : Hat Head, near Kempsey, N.S.W. 

                 Title: Boys from Kinchela home - the first surf life 

          saving squad in Australia composed entirely of 

          [Aboriginal people] 

   Photographer/Artist:  

                Access: Conditions apply 

                 Notes: Persons photographed: (Left to right) Gerald 

          Ellis (17) bronze medallion; Allan Murray (16) 

          bronze medallion; Charles Bowden, secretary and 

          coach; Neville Foster (15) proficiency  

          certificate; Cecil Bowden (18) bronze medallion; 

          Billy McGrath (15) proficiency certificate. They 

          operated as a fully qualified beach patrol unit 

          at Hat Head surf life saving club 

 

 

                       ++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

 

              Item no.: DAWN.005.BW-N04296_07 

      Date/Place taken: 1971 : New South Wales 

                 Title: (Left to right) Tilly Coe, Kevin Gilbert and 

          Paddy Naden, of Condobolin 

   Photographer/Artist:  

                Access: Conditions apply 

                 Notes: [From New Dawn magazine]: 'Tilly is Evonne  

          Goolagong's great aunt. She has 45 grandchildren 

          and 5 great-grandchildren. Paddy Naden, who is 

          71, is Evonne's great uncle. He still   

          participates in hockey and football matches and 

          claims that despite his age he is still well able 

          to handle young fellows who get cheeky' (New Dawn 

          November 1971 p.2) 

 

 

                       ++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

 

              Item no.: DAWN.005.BW-N04296_08 

      Date/Place taken: 1971 : New South Wales 

                 Title: Paddy Naden (left) and Tilly Coe (2nd left) with 

          some [unidentified] family members 

   Photographer/Artist:  

                Access: Conditions apply 



                 Notes: [From New Dawn magazine]: 'The whole family is 

          bursting with pride about Evonne' (New Dawn  

          November 1971 p.2) 

 

 

                       ++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

 

              Item no.: DAWN.005.BW-N04296_09 

      Date/Place taken: 1971 : Condobolin, N.S.W. 

                 Title: (Left to right) David, Daphne, Tony and Lois 

          Goolagong, with little Carol 

   Photographer/Artist:  

                Access: Conditions apply 

                 Notes: [From New Dawn magazine]: New Dawn November 1971 

          p.2 
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              Item no.: DAWN.005.BW-N04296_10 

      Date/Place taken: 1971 : Condobolin, N.S.W. 

                 Title: Goolagong [family portrait] - shown with Evonne's 

          grandmother Dolly Goolagong of Condobolin 

   Photographer/Artist:  

                Access: Conditions apply 

                 Notes: [From New Dawn magazine]: New Dawn November 1971 

          p.3 

 

 

                       ++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

 

              Item no.: DAWN.005.BW-N04296_11 

      Date/Place taken: 1956 : Kinchela, N.S.W. 

                 Title: Stan Bowden - [standing in front of a garden bed] 

   Photographer/Artist:  

                Access: Conditions apply 

                 Notes: [From Dawn Magazine] - 'has his own garden and 

          makes good money from it' (Dawn August 1956 p.11) 

 

 


